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Agenda

• Welcome and housekeeping

• Introduction and implementation update

• Update from APRA Connect

• SRS332.0 Expenses – discussion on key issues

• Questions and close
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Introduction and 

Implementation Update
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May
Final Taxonomy 

Artefacts

Apr
21

Sep 
21

External Test 
Environment

Go-Live

APRA Connect
Go-Live

Feb  
21

Implementation support

Mar
21

May
21

Jul
21

March 25  
Response Package 

release

Aug
21

Jun
21

September 30
SDT first submission

April 27 
External Test 
Environment
Pilot Access

March 26
Draft Taxonomy 

Artefacts 
release

Pilot Workshops
March – Kick-Off
April    – Get Set

– Final Check
May      – Check In #1

– Check in #2

April 1
Taxonomy 

Artefacts Webinar

Regular FAQs Publication
Mid-April – September 

(as required)

Standards Workshops
April 13 – 605, 606, 611
April 27 – 550, 705, 705.1, 706
May 11   – 251, 332

Support Workshops
Monthly sessions 

(across all standards)

SDT – Phase 1 
reporting standards
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Update from APRA Connect
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Test environment is live !!

Your opportunity to ensure smooth transition on 13 September go-live

• Ensure access to the environment

• Familiarise with functionality

• Practice data preparation and submission

If you are a nominated Regulatory Reporting Administrator – LOG IN!

If your entity hasn’t nominated – complete the D2A form and LOG IN!

Your account will be created and APRA can then assign your roles – manual step

* Ensure you are authorised in RAM and have myGovID

* Test environment is separate to production and no data is shared/migrated between environments. Entities will 
need to set up again for go-live
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Support

Technical issues – email support@apra.gov.au.

For urgent issues call
+61 2 9210 3400 9am - 5pm AEST weekdays.

Visit the Getting ready for APRA Connect 
page on the APRA website – technical information

APRAConnect@apra.gov.au

New reporting standards email
SuperDataTransformation @apra.gov.au

Guidance

available on the APRA website:  

APRA Connect Guide

Artefacts
available on the APRA website:  

APRA Connect Taxonomy Artefacts – includes excel 

templates, explanatory notes, extra guidance

Webinar is available and includes demonstration

Remember: RSE structure underpins most other returns 

mailto:support@apra.gov.au
https://www.apra.gov.au/getting-ready-for-apra-connect
mailto:APRAConnect@apra.gov.au
mailto:SuperDataTransformation@apra.gov.au
https://www.apra.gov.au/apra-connect-support-material
https://www.apra.gov.au/apra-connect-taxonomy-artefacts
https://www.apra.gov.au/get-set-for-apra-connect-test-june-webinar
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SRS332.0 Expenses 

Discussion on key issues
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SRS 332.0 Expenses

• APRA to gain a more complete and comparable picture of expenses relating to the 
management and operations of RSE licensees and their RSEs.

• To understand the purposes for which members’ money is spent by the trustee and 
where the money is spent.

• Lift the governance and transparency in relation to expenditure.

• Expenses have a significant impact on member outcomes, and increased focus on 
expenses will assist RSE licensees and APRA identify areas where improvements 
can be made.
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SRS 332.0 Intent and Principal
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Intent Principal 

To capture the purpose for which members’ 
money is spent by the trustee. 

Where the service arrangement covers 
more than one expense type, apportion 
expenses between each expense type. 

To capture which expenses are incurred via 
connected entities. 

Where expenses go through connected 
entities, report the expense and 
classification from the last connected entity 
to the first non-connected entity. 

To capture any profit retained by connected 
entities of the RSE licensee. 

When looking through the expenses paid to 
a connected entity, report the extent to 
which the receiving entity's profit is 
attributable to that expense payment 

Provide a meaningful breakdown of the 
expenses reported in the financial 
statements that already follow accounting 
standards. 

Total expenses on SRS 332.0 should agree 
with total expenses reported in SRS 330.0 
Statement of Financial Performance. 
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Expenditure with no materiality threshold

RSE licensees should identify all expenditure that falls under the following expense 
types:

Materiality thresholds do not apply to these expenses.
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• If an entity provides services that go across multiple expense types, then the 
expense should be apportioned according to the service agreement or, if the 
agreement does not provide a breakdown of costs to that level, by an agreed 
apportioning methodology.
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Purpose for which the expense is used
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Alignment with accounting standards

• Any accruals adjustments may be reported against the service provider name of 
‘Accounting concepts’, and recorded against the relevant expense type. 
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How should expenses for the wages of internal teams such as human resources 
(which do not relate to one of the services described by an expense type) be 
reported under SRS 332.0?

• Expenses relating to the wages for corporate overheads such as human resources 
should be included in the expense group ‘Corporate Overheads’ and expense type 
‘Other’ with the RSE licensee as the service provider. A description may be 
provided in ‘Service Arrangement Inclusions Exclusions Text’ if additional context 
is required. 

• Wages for internal teams which provide a service which has an expense type listed 
should be reported under that category. For example, internal call centre staff 
wages should be reported expense group type ‘administration’, expense type ‘call 
centre’, with the RSE licensee as the service provider.
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Questions?
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• APRA will continue to engage with industry on the implementation of the SDT reporting 

standards through these working group meetings.  

• APRA is  updating FAQs on a regular schedule.

Wrap-up

Visit the SDT page on the APRA

website for Response paper and 

Reporting Standards

Frequently Asked Questions -

Superannuation Data Transformation 

| APRA

For any other questions,

feedback or to be involved in 

working groups, contact:

SuperDataTransformation 

@apra.gov.au
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https://www.apra.gov.au/consultation-on-apras-superannuation-data-transformation
https://www.apra.gov.au/frequently-asked-questions-superannuation-data-transformation
mailto:SuperDataTransformation@apra.gov.au

